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Somewhere someone is relaxing



people do yoga



People watch Television



People even sleep



Some people draw to relax



Some people play video games



And some people walk in the 
park and look at flowers



We read



We meditate 



efdr

Different people relax in different ways



Essay

People relax somewhere every day!  A lot of people meditate too!  Meditation is 
when you cross your legs and you do not think of anything!  Meditation started 
around 5,000 years ago.  Many people practice meditation today!   People also do 
yoga too!  Yoga has gained in popularity in the U.S.A over the few last few years.  
Some 30,000,000 people do yoga every day to relax!  According to people who 
practice Yoga, it can help increase your strength, inner peace, improve breathing, 
and relieve stress and pain.  People in my class like to do yoga and my girl on the 
run coach teaches yoga!   

My class took a survey and here are my results:

• 41%of people read to relax. 
• 37% of my class watches television.
• 37.5% of my class watches TV to relax.
• 37% of my class walks in the park to relax.
• 62% of my class relaxes somehow every day.
• 4% relaxes every hour.
• 91% relax at home.

The kids in my class got to pick more than one question and there were 24 kids in 
the class that day. I like to relax a lot when I get the time! So much people relax 
and you may even be relaxing when you are reading this article! Relaxing is not 
only fun but it is very good for you! It is good for you because it gives the heart a 
rest by slowing the heart rate! It also decreases muscle tension. After relaxing you 
may have more energy, better sleep and smoother emotions! I hope you relax 
every day to feel way better!

- Ali Davis 


